
2. The GB2 model, however, is not suitable for pricing
or for reinsurance since it gives a lower value of x
than the gamma model for almost aIl values of p.

3. The mLxture of two-gamma models, after applying
the lem ma below, becomes a four.parameter
model. Its log.likelihood is marginally better than
that of GB2, and we expect its confidence reg ion
is about the same Mdth as the GB2.

phI (al , x)c}(al' ~J exp(-~}x)

Figure 4
F(xla, b, p, q} wlth (a, b, p, q) Runnlng
through Its 95% Confidence Reglon

+ (1 - p)h2(a2' X)C2(a2' 132) exp(-I3zx:). (4)

Then the formula mean of the maximum likelihood
estimated density function of the form (4) 6tted to
observed data {Xl' . . . , Xn} would match the empirical
mean:
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Mixture of Llnear Exponentlal abjects
For both normal distribution and gamma distribution,
the me an of the ~ILE-fitted model must match the
empirical mean. For the normal, this result is found
in any Course 110 textbook. For the gamma, or mi."(-
ture of gamma and normal, it's not difficult to pro,'e. CHRISTIAN GENEST,* KILANI GHOUDlt,
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This article aimed to introduce actuaries to "copu-
las"-that is, distributions whose univariate marginals
are uniform-as a tool for understanding relation-
ships among multivariate outcomes. Through its lim-
pid exposition of some of the recent developments in

Lemma (Mixture of Exponential Family with a Linear

Term)
If X has the density function

f(.\') = h(cx, x)c(cx, 13) exp(-I3-\') (1)

then

(2)~,{.\) = r xf(...;) cL..; = ~

and the mean of the m~L"imum likelihood estimated
dt.:nsity function of the form (1) t1tted to observed
data \voulli m~\tch the empirical mean:
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statistical modeling with copulas, this work and its
substantial annotated bibliography should contribute
much to the dissemination of these techniques in ac-
tuarial circles.

ln their paper, the authors explain how it is possi-
ble, using copulas, to dissociate the choice of mar-
ginal distributions from that of a model describing the
dependence between pairs of correlated variables such
as the economic loss and the medical indemnity corn-
ponent of a disability policy. Part of their discussion
revolves around the issue of identif}ing an appropriate
family of copulas and the estimation of its parameters
from a multivariate random sample. ln Section 4.2.1,
they show specifically how an indemnity payment Xl
(loss) and an aUocated loss adjustment expense
(ALAE) Xl could profitably be modeled from a random
sam pie of 1,500 liability claims. The copula they select
is of the Archimedean variety, which means that for
aU 0 ~ u, v ~ 1, it may be written in the form

C(u, v) = <I>-l{<I>(U) + <I>(V)} (1)

for some decreasing, convex function <p: (0,1] -+
[0, 00) such that <p(1) = 0, \\ith the con\.ention that
<p-l(t) = 0 for aIl t ~ limsl0 <p(s) = <p(0). ln that
context, they find chat the generator <p(c) = 10ga(1/t)
of Gumbel's family of copulas pro\ides an adequate fit,
given a suitable choice of parameter a ~ 1.

This discussion expands on the issue of selecting an
appropriate copula for modeling purposes. Cast in
terms of the above example, the question to be ad-
dressed is \vhether it is possible to improve on Gum-
bel's family as a model for describing the relationship
bet\veen variables loss and ALAE. Techniques for im-
bedding copulas of the form (1) in larger models of
exchangeable and nonexchangeable variables are in-
troduced, and the dataset considered by Frees and
Valdez is used to illustrate how such extensions can
}ield impro\.ements in the fit of a model. .-\lthough the
proposed methodology does not lead to a better so-
lution in this particular application, it should prove
useful in a variety of contexts. Finally. the attention
of the actuarittl community is directed to another po-
tentially useful collection of bivariate copulas \vhereof
Gumbel's family is a distinguished subset: the class of
extreme value copulas.

terrns of both the nature and strength of the associ-
ation they induce between the variables, It is not sur-
prising therefore that they have been used successfully
in a number of data.modeling contexts, especially in
connection Mth the notion of "frailty" (Clayton 1978,
Oakes 1989, Zheng and Klein 1995, Bandeen.Roche
and Liang 1996, Day, Bryant and Lefkopoulou 1997),

Because copulas characterize the dependence struc-
ture of a random vector once the effect of the mar-
ginals bas been factored out, identif)ing and fitting a
copula to data poses special difficulties, The families
ofCla~"ton (1978), Gumbel (1960), and Frank (1979),
for example, pro\ide handy, one-parameter represen-
tations of the association between variables Xj Mth
marginal distribution functions Fi. However, they are
unsuitable in those situations in which the joint de-
pendence structure of the uniform random variables
Fj(..YJ is not exchangeable, because Archimedean cop-
ulas in general are symmetric in their arguments. Un-
fortunately, diagnostic procedures that can help delin-
eate circumstances where model (1) is adequate have
yet to be analyzed.

Starting from the assumption that the Archimedean
dependence structure is appropriate in a bivariate
context, Frees and Valdez explain how the choice of
the generator can be made, using the technique de-
veloped by Genest and Rivest (1993), Given obsen'a-
tions from a random pair (Xl, Xl) \\ith distribution H,
this procedure relies on the estimation of the uni\-ar-
iate distribution function K(~) associated Mth the
"probability integral transformation," \T = H(Xl, Xl).
For each parametric Archimedean structure Goy that is
en\isaged, an estimator .y of 'Y is obtained, and the
Ki's are compared, graphically or othef\\ise, to a non.
parametric estimator of K, \\'hose stochastic beha\ior
as a process bas recently been studied by Barbe, Ge.
nest, Ghoudi and Rémillard (1996),

Ha\ing identified an Archimedean family of copulas
that pro\ides a reasonable fit to a bi\"ariate random
sample. are there simple ways of generating alterna.
ti\"e models that might improve this fit? One sugges.
tion consists of enlarging the selected family through
,arious combinations of the follo\\ing fuies, \,hich can
be used to constmct nested classes of Archimedean
generators. For e:\se of rcference. this collection of
mies is prescnted as ~\ proposition, \,hose proof is
str~\ightion':lrJ and Il.:ft to the readcr.Generating Archimedean Copula Models

As pointed out by Frees and \ .aldcz. and sc\"eral ochers
before th~m. m.lnY \vell.kno\ffi 8ystcms of hivariate
di8tribucÏ!m8 h.l\"e und~rl);n.g I.'OPUI.\8 oi the form (1).
Thc8C .\r~him~d~.m copulas (C;cnc8c .lncl ~[.lcKay
1 9.c.;6) pr()\id..: .1 hO8t of m()ll~18 rh:lt :Ir,' \",'r'::ltil" in

Proposition 1

Suppose th:lt <t> is thl.: .11,cnl;.'r:ltor of a hirnriate Archi-
mcùl.::m co~ul:l. ln \)chl.:r \\"()rùs, :ISSUI11I.: chat <t>: (0.11



cas~s of a singl~ syst~m of bivariat~ Archim~d~an cop-
ulas, whos~ g~n~rator is giv~n by

{ 1 - (1 - 'Y)~
}<Pa,~,.,(t) = log 1 - (1 - 'Yta)~' 0 < t ~ 1

(2)

- (0, 00) is a decreasing, convex function such that
<1>(1) = O.

(i) (right composition) Iff: (0, 1] - (0, 1] is an in-
creasing, concave bijection, then <1> 0 f(t) =
<I>{f(t)} generates a bivariate Archimedean cop-
ula.

(ii) (left composition) If f: (0, 00) - (0, 00) is an in-
creasing, convex function such that f(O) = 0,
then f 0 <1> generates a bivariate Archimedean
copula.

(iii) (scaling) If 0< a < 1, then <l>a(t) = <I>(at) - <I>(a)

generates a bivariate Archimedean copula.
(iv) (composition 't.'ÏQ exponentiation) If «1>')2 :=; <1>"

and if ljJ generates a bivariate Archimedean cop-
ula, then ljJ(e-"') also generates a bivariate Archi-
medean copula.

(v) (linear combination) If a and 13 are positive reals
and if ljJ generates a bivariate Archimedean cop-
ula, then aljJ + 13<1> also generates a bivariate Ar-
chimedean copula.

To illustrate these composition fUIes, de fine <I>(t) =
10g(l/t) for aIl o < t ~ 1 and consider the function
fa(t) = (eat - 1)/a on (0, 00), which satisfies the re-

quirements of part (ii) of the proposition for arbitrary
a > O. Then

Mth arbitrary a > 0, 13 > 1 and 0 < 'Y < 1.
The interest of this enlarged model for inferential

purposes is twofold. On one band, it may sometimes
provide a significantly better fit of the data than any
submodel. On the other, it suggests a simple statisti.
cal procedure for choosing between the one-
parameter models: only that which is "closest" to the
full model, in some sense, need be chosen. Tests of
significance of the appropriate parameters can be
used to assist in this choice.

A similar strategy can be designed to handle situa-
tions in which nonexchangeability is suspected be-
tween the Fj(XJ's. It is briefly described in the next
section, and a concrete application is given in the fol.
10Mng section using the liability data of Frees and Val-
dez. The follo'ving paragraphs substantiate some of
the above claims conceming the three-parameter,
bivariate Archimedean family of copulas generated
by (2).

To check chat <Pa.~.., is a valid generator of bivariate
Archimedean copulas, start from <p(t) = 10g(l/t), 0 <
t ~ 1, and use the fact chat f~(t) = 1 - (1 - t)~ is
increasing and concave on [0, 1] for 13 > 1 to con-
clude from (i) that <Pl(t) = -log{1 - (1 - t)~} gen-
erates a bivariate Archimedean copula. ~ext, apply
fuie (iii) to see chat <P2(t) = <Pl('Yt) - <Pl ('Y) also gen.

erates a bivariate Archimedean copula. Finally, ob-
serve chat since ta is a concave, increasing function on
[0, 1] for 0 < a < 1, <Pa.~..,(t) = <P2(ta) is indeed a

bivariate Archimedean copula generator because of
rule (i). Note that function (2) is actually convex and
decreasing even ,vhen a ~ 1.

The parameter values of (2) that )ield the Cla~"ton,
Frank and Gumbel families of copulas are given in Ta-
ble 1, in which the notation o(x) stands for a function
f(x) satis~ngf(x)/x - 0 as x-O. ~ote in particular

that Clayton's and Gumbel's families of bivariate cop-
ulas ob tain ,vhen a and 1 - 'Y are both going to zero.
If a converges to zero faster th an 1 - 'Y, Cla~"ton's
system is actually the right limit, ,vhile ,vhen 1 - 'Y

is going to zero faster chan a, the limit is a Gumbel

copula.

<\>a(t) =fa{<\>(t)} = (t-a - l)/a, 0 < t ~ 1

is immediately recognized as the generator of Clay-
ton's family of bivariate copulas. Frank's and many
other classical s)"Stems of bivariate Archimedean dis-
tributions can be recovered in this fashion, often \\ith
the generator 10g(1/t) of the independence copula as
a starting point. Special cases of fUIes (i) and (ii) can
be found in the work of Cakes (1994) and Nelsen
(1997). For some examples of Archimedean (as weIl
as non-.\rchimedean) copulas and for additional ways
of combining them to build new bivariate and multi-
,'ariate distributions, see for example Joe (1993) or
Joe and Hu (1996).

The usefulness of Proposition 1 is best demon-
strated in a data anal)"tic context. ln their paper, for
example, Frees and Valdez en\isage Cla)"ton's, Frank's,
and Gumbel's bivariate copulas for modeling the loss
and expense components of an insurance company's
indemnity claims. As explained belo\v. a specific corn-
bination of composition fUIes (i) and (iii) makes it
possible to include these three families as special



Table 1
Parameter Values of Archlmedean Generator (2)

Yleldlng (Iayton's, Frank's,
and Gumbel's Familles

wlth Dependence Parameter ô

Family

Clayton

Frank

13a

0(1 - 'Y) (1 -

T~

8

'Y

T 1

-8/~

1 - o(a)Gumbel 10

Generatlng Asymmetrlc Copulas
AlI bivariate copulas C in the Archimedean class sat-
isfy the exchangeability condition C(u, 'C) = C('O, u)
on their domain. If a family of copulas of form (1) is
envisaged as a model in a situation in which the ap-
propriateness of this symmetry condition is doubtful,
one may \\1sh to enlarge the system to include non ex-
changeable models. The follo\\1ng proposition shows
how this cao be do ne and paves the way to a simple
test of nonexchangeability, which is illustrated in the
next section.

Proposition 2
Let C be an exchangeable bivariate copula. A family
of nonexchangeable bivariate copulas CK." "ith para-
meters 0 < K, À < 1 that includes C as a limiting case
is defined by

CK,x(U, ~,) = Ul-K~.l-XC(UK, 'L,X), 0 ~ U, 'V ~ 1

This mechanism for generating asymmetric copulas
was first studied by Khoudraji (1995) in an unpub-
lished doctoral dissertation prepared under the super-
\ision of the first and third authors, An interesting
property of this nonexchangeable model is that it is
easy to generate random varia tes distributed accord-
ing to CK.x' Indeed, if the pair (UI, VJ is dra\VI1 from
copula C(u, ~,) and if ("2 and V'2 are independent ob-
sen'ations from a uniform distribution on the inten'al
[0, 1], then CK.~(u, v) is the joint distribution of

(.r = ma.x{("~K, ("}/(l-K)}, \" = ma."{V~~. V~/(l-~)},

The verification of this assertion also constitutes
a proof chtlt the funccion CK.x defined in Proposition
2 is al\\'a~"S a bivariace copula. A natural extension of
chis resu\c is che case in \vhich the ptlir ((."2' V2) is
distribuced tlS a copula D(u, 't'), which mt\~' be differenc
from inJ~p~ndcnce, The dettlils are gi\'en in Chapter
4 of Khoudrtlji (1995),

Seeklng Improvements ln the Fit of a
Model
To illustrate concretely how Propositions 1 and 2 can
help enhance the fit pro\ided by an Archimedean cop-
ula model, it is convenient to reconsider the loss and
ALAE data of Frees and Valdez. Specifically, this sec-
tion investigates whether a better model than Gum-
bel's can be found for these data, either using copula

C(u, ~) = cf>;;-.A.'Y{cf>a.~.'Y(u) + cf>a.~.'Y(~)} (3)

or an asymmetric copula constructed by the method
described in the pre\ious section.

ln their paper, Frees and Valdez explain how maxi-
mum-likelihood-based computer algorithms can assist
in estimating simultaneously the parameters associ-
ated with the marginal distributions of a random pair
{Xl, X2) and those which correspond to the familyof
copulas selected as a model for dependence. Applying
this procedure to the three-parameter copula (3) and
Pareto marginals, say, would thug require the esti-
mation of seven parameters altogether, ni ne if the
copula were also expanded \ia Proposition 2 to check
for aS)'11lmetry.

\\~ile this approach is sound and straightfonvard to
implement, it might field inappropriate values of the
dependence parameters (x, 13 and 'Y (and eventually K
and À) if the parametric models chosen for Xl and X2
tumed out to be incorrect. There is no serious reason
to doubt this choice in the present case, but as a gen-
eral precaution, one may \\ish to ensure that uncer-
tainty about the marginals does not affect unduly the
parameter estimates of the copula model. ln other
words, a parametric estimation procedure that is ro-
bust to the choice of marginal distributions is called
for.

A margin-free parameter estimation procedure for
copulas bas been described in broad, nontechnical
terms by Oakes (1994). This semiparametric tech-
nique \vas subsequently developed and studied in Ge-
nest, Ghoudi and Rivest (1995) and adapted to the
case of censoring by Shih and Louis (1995). ln that
pseudo-likelihood-based approach, the contribution of
an uncensored indi\idual bivariate data point to the
likelihood is. in the notation of Frees and \ -aIdez,

C\2{F\"(.,,,\), F2n(."'2)}.

\vhere C\2 is the mLxed partial deri\'ati\"e of the spec-
ined parametric copula. and Fi"(.,,,;) stands for the em-
pirical distribution function of.Yi, i = 1,2. ln the ap-
plication at hanl!. F 1"(.\") and F 1"(.\') \vould thus be the
proportions of claims for \vhich loss .Y 1 anli AL-\E 'Y1
arc legs chan or cqllal to ."'. rcspl.'l.'ti\.~I~..

'Y)8/a



Alternatively, the value of the maximized pseudo-iog.
likelihood may be used, formally or informally, to
judge the models' relative merits.

ln Table 2, 1 - .y is much smaller than â., and nei-

ther parameter is significantly different from O. As
mentioned earlier, this is a situation in which Gum.
bel's family is indicated. The small difference observed
between the maximized pseudo-log-likelihoods for the
three-parameter model and Gumbel's sub-
model confirms that the latter fits weil.

Using Gumbel's copula as a starting point, we may
also wish to investigate the issue of asymmetry. This
can be clone easily with the technique presented
above. The ma.'Cimum pseudo-log-likelihood is 207.3
and the parameter estima tes are â. = 1.47 (s. e. =
0.07), Î< = 0.94 (s. e. = 0.09), ,\ = 1. Because Î< is

not significantly different from 1, it appears that in
this case, the introduction of asymmetry in Gumbel's
copula does not improve the fit.

CA(U, 't:) = exp

Extreme Value Copulas
\Vhenever Gumbel's family of copulas seems adequate
for a bivariate dataset, one may also wish to check
whether a better fit could be achieved by another sys.
tem in the ma.'<imum extreme value class. These are
copulas that can be expressed as

log(u't.,).-\{ _IOg(u)
log(u'V)~

0 ~ U, 't' ~ 1 (4)

in terrns of a dependence function A: [0, 1] --+
[1/2, 1], \\"hich is convex and verifies A(t) ;2:: ma.'C (t,
1 - t) for aIl 0 :5 t :5 1. It is easy to see that the

choice

When the copula C considered involves three pa-
rameters, as in model (3), computing the mixed par-
tial derivative Cu and ma."<Ïmizing the pseudo-
likelihood may seem like an insurmountable task. For-
tunately, there is no need to have a closed analytical
expression for Cu to produce numerical estimates of
the dependence parameters. Using a software for sym-
bolic manipulations, such as Maple, one can feed in
<Pa.~."Y and its inverse and get, as an output, subrou-
tines for the numerical evaluation of C and C12. These
subroutines can then be linked to a general.purpose
maximization program that finds the pseudo.
likelihood estimates.

The calculations presented below were obtained
with a Fortran program developed by S. G. Nash from
George Mason University. Formulas for calculatingthe
standard errors of the estimates are given in Genest,
Ghoudi and Rivest (1995). The slight censoring in Xl
".as ignored in the calculations, because the numeri-
cal results presented by Frees and Valdez suggest that
this has a negligible impact on the estimates. Alter-
natively, the pseudo.likelihood procedure of Shih and
Louis (1995) could be implemented to account for
the censoring in Xl.

The semiparametric parameter estimates for Clay-
ton 's, Frank's, and Gumbel's families of copulas are
given in Table 2, along "ith those of the three pa-
rameters of the Archimedean model generated by (2).
The estimates obtained for Frank's and Gumbel's
models are very close to those reported by Frees and
Valdez (1998). This provides indirect e\idence that
their choice of Pareto distributions for the marginals
is adequate.

As explained earlier, the graphical technique sug-
gested by Genest and Rivest (1993) can be used to
in\"estigate the fit of the four Archimedean models at
hand. Ho\vever, the plots obtained with parameters es-
timated from the pseudo-likelihood tend to be more
sensitive to model misspecification than those con-
structed \\ith estimates deri\.ed from Kendall's tau.

A(t) = {t" + (1 - t)"}l/", 0 .$ t .$ 1

corresponds to Gumbel's family of copulas. \vhich is
the onlyone that can be \\Titten simultaneously in the

Table 2
Maximized Pseudo-log-likelihood and Parameter Estimates,

wfth Their Standard Errors,
Associated with Four Archimedean Copula Models

~
(5. e.)

~
(so eo)

ci
(50 eo)Family Pseudo-Log-Likelihood

93.8
172.5
207.0
210.1

0.52 (0.032)
- 3.10 (0.57)

1.44 (0.032)
0.138 (0.147)

Clayton
Frank
Gumbel
Three-Parameter 1.55 (0.92) 0.9986 (0.0025)



value of z = 0.06 that is clearly insufficient to reject
the ma."<imum extreme value copula model. Because
the procedure is consistent for Archimedean alterna-
tives, this provides additional evidence that Clayton's
and Frank's families are inferior to Gumbel's
in this case. This is not to say that the latter family
is best \vithin the class of extreme value copulas,
however.

Since dependence functions are univariate, the
search for the best copula model of the form (4) can
proceed along similar lines as for Archimedean copu-
las. To choose between various parametric families of
dependence functions A-y that have been fitted to the
data using the pseudo-likelihood approach of Genest,
Ghoudi and Rivest (1995), one may plot the Ai's
against a nonparametric estimator An. Tawn (1988)
suggests that the classical estimator of Pickands
(1981) or the variant due to Deheuvels (1991) canbe
used for this purpose, but a much more efficient pro-
ce dure bas since been proposed by Capéraà, Fougères
and Genest (1997).

Alternatively, the follo\ving proposition provides
ways of embedding specific parametric families of de-
pendence functions into larger s)"Stems, so that formaI
or informaI selection procedures may be based as be-
fore on the corresponding maximized pseudo-log-
likelihoods.

forms (1) and (4) (Genest and Rivest 1989). Addi-
tional parametric families of ma."CÎmum extreme value
copulas are given by Ta\\'Tl (1988) and Anderson and
Nadarajah (1993), among others.

The terminology for model (4) can be justified as
follows. Let (XII, XzJ, . . . , (Xln, XzJ be a random
sam pie from bivariate distribution H, de fine !'IIjn =
ma.x(Xil' . . . ,X;n), i = 1, 2, and suppose that there
exist constants ajn > 0 and bjn for which the pair

l '\1\;[ ln - bln l\;[Zn - bZn

.. aln ' aZn 1

bas a non-degenerate, joint limiting distribution H*.
The marginal distributions of H* then belong to 10-
cation-saale families based either on the "extreme
value" distribution [exp( -e-X), -00 < x < 00], the
Fréchet distribution [exp(-x-a), x > 0, a > 0], or
the Weibull distribution [exp{-(-x)a}, x < 0, a > 0]
(see Galambos 1987 for details). \Vhat may be legs
familiar, ho\\.ever, is the result of Pickands (1981) to
the effect that the underlying copula associated with
H* is necessarily of the form (4). Given the long.
standing concem of actuaries for the prediction of ex-
treme e\.ents and their related costs, ma."CÎmum ex.
treme value copulas should be of considerable appeal
in this area, \vhere they \vould be expected to arise
rather naturally. For a data.oriented presentation of
univariate extreme value theory, \\ith applications to
insurance and other fields, see the recent book by
Beirlant, Teugels and V)'Tlckier (1996).

Of course, copulas in the class (4) can pro\ide an
appropriate model of dependence bet\veen variables,
whether the marginals are of one of the above three
t)-pes or not. The appropriateness of a family of ex-
treme value copulas can be determined \vithout
kno\nedge of the marginals-as it should-using the
procedure recently developed by Ghoudi. Khoudraji
and Rivest (1998). Their test is based on the fact that
if (.YI, .Y1) is an observation from H*, the distribution
function K of \. = H*(.YI, .Y1) bas the form K(v) =
",' - (1 - T)",' log(",,) for 0 :S V :S 1, where

rI c(1

Proposition 3
Let A and B be t\Vo dependence functions.
(i) (con't:ex combination) If 0 ~ À ~ 1, then M + (1

- À)B is a dependence function.
(ii) (as)mmetrization) If 0 < K, À < 1, and if il de.

notes 1 - tt for arbitraI'}" 0 ~ u ~ 1, the follo\\ing
formula de fines a dependence function:

.-\s \\;th the pre\;ous propositions, the above list is
not exhaustive. Rule Ci), which is mentioned by Ta\\11
(1988), is the special case of (ii) corresponding to
K = À. Function (5) is che dependence function of the
extreme \.alue copula defined by

!l M'(t)= Jo A(t) - ,

is the population ,.alue of Kendall's tau. Then IJ. =
SE(\") - 9E(\-~) - 1 = 0, and since the moments of
\" are easy to estimtlte, tl test statistic. Z, '-'an be de.
tincd thtlt rcj,-,cts model (4) if th~ samplt' version of
IJ.. di,id~li by tl jackknif~ estimate of its st:mdard de.
,i:ltion. i..; ..;i.IJ.nitictmtly diff~rent from zl.'ro. as corn.
p:lrl.'li ri) thl.' :;t:mli:lrli norm:llla\\".

.~)CB(UK, V~)C.\(UI-K. -t,'

for aIl 0 :5 U, ~' :5 1. Rule (ii) is th us a consequence
of the gener~ù IlS~"I11metrization process alluded to be.
l<)\\" the st~ltement of Proposition 2.



To illustrate this final point, suppose that Gumbel's
model, CH, is enlarged \ia (6) using the independence
copula CA(u, t') = ut', generated by A = 1. The re-
sulting asymmetric model, already investigated at the
end of the pre\ious section, is then a three-parameter,
ma.ximum extreme value family of copulas, whose de-
pendence functions are of the form
E(t) = {Kt + À(l - t)} + {Kata + Àa(l - t)a}l/a,

O~t 1

Those who are familiar with the literature on mul-
tivariate extreme value theory will have recognized the
class of dependence functions of what Tawn (1988) or
Smith, Tawn and Yuen (1990) refer to as the asyrn-
metric logistic model.
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